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respectively, the insular naval bases they were preparing in the
Western Pacific were not proceeded with.
. . . Having regard to the altered circumstances, it was
widely assumed that the Singapore scheme would either be given
up or drastically modified, since the necessity of maintaining
a great British Battle Fleet in those waters had passed, and with
it the need of an elaborate base at Singapore or elsewhere within
the Pacific zone. This expectation was not fulfilled. So far as
public knowledge goes, the original plan has been adhered to
in every respect. Apparently, therefore, the intention of stationing
a large Battle Fleet in the Pacific still persists, for if it did not the
provision of the new base would be superfluous.
Yet the peril against which this Battle Fleet is to shield the
Empire is not readily discerned. The corresponding Japanese
force now numbers only ten ships, half of which are semi-obsolete.
After the year 1934 the operation of the Washington Treaty
will automatically reduce it to nine ships, nor can that total be
exceeded while the Treaty remains valid. It is true that the
Japanese Navy is strong in cruisers, destroyers, and submarines,
but battleships are not required to fight such craft, and Singapore
is, it would seem, to be primarily a battleship base. The Treaty
is to remain in force until the end of 1936, and it will continue
to be valid for an indefinite period after that date unless de-
nounced by one of the signatory Powers. The decision to complete
the Singapore base would be justified if there were reason to
anticipate an early denunciation of the Treaty and the resump-
tion of battleship construction by Japan, among other Powers.
So far, however, there is no indication of such development.
Since Japan is the only naval Power in the Western Pacific,
she assumes, logically enough, that the Singapore base has a
direct reference to herself. It is the implication that she is now
regarded as a possible enemy by Great Britain, her former ally,
with whom she has always been on terms of friendship, that has
angered Japan and moved her to protest. It is quite true, as her
newspapers declare, that Japan has done nothing to warrant a
suspicion that she harbours designs against the British Empire.
She has made no demonstration against British interests in Asia,
nor does the trend of her naval or military policy accord with the
theory that she meditates an invasion of British territory.
If it could be proved that the new base was absolutely
essential to the safety of the Empire, Japanese ill-will would have

